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Copper is a Green Metal, not the Red Metal 

General Motors (GM) recently threw down the gauntlet to its auto rivals by announcing that the 
company would be producing nearly 100% electric vehicles (EVs) by 2035. The company also vowed to 
become carbon neutral by 2040. Ford partially matched this announcement by saying the company 
would double spending on EVs through 2025, about $22 billion. Tesla may have established this once-
niche EV market, but the larger auto companies have the ability to bring it to mainstream consumers. 
GM and Ford’s messages are clear: We see where the auto market is going and we do not plan on sitting 
on the sidelines.  

We think these pledges are a clear win for:  

 The environment (this needs no explanation) 

 GM and Ford shareholders. The share price for anything EV-related is getting bid up in the 
market lately.  Ford and GM share prices are up over 25% through February 19th.  

 And copper…yes, copper    

Taking a step back, the public demand for products and services that help reverse climate change is 
unquestionably admirable, and perhaps a defining social movement for the next few decades. For 
corporations, there will be many challenges, especially as these green pledges come face-to-face with 
the realities of their supply chains.  
 
The EV market has seen dramatic growth in the last ten years, albeit from an exceedingly small baseline:  

 

 
Source: IEA.org 

According to market research firm JD Power, the EV market in the US is 2% of the overall auto market. In 
Europe it is 10% of the overall auto market, and in China it is 5% of the overall auto market. (The oil-
producing nation of Norway is currently witnessing 50% EV market share.)   
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If we accept that consumers will continue to demand more EVs in the future, this growing market will 
inevitably boost demand for industrial metals, especially copper.   
 
It has been a while since we have thought about the periodic table of elements, but it is important to 
remember that the best conductors of electricity are silver, copper and gold. Copper is the cheapest of 
the three, and therefore the most often-used metal for electricity.  
 
Simply put, autos that rely more on electricity (hybrid and full EVs) need more copper than gas-powered 
autos. Here is the typical amount of copper used in conventional autos as well as the different EV 
options: 

 

 
Source: Copper.org 

 
More copper will also be needed for the increase in charging stations, as well as the necessary 
adjustment to electricity grids across the US to meet the surging demand for electricity. There are 
roughly 275 million cars on the road in the US, but we are not going to transition the nation’s fleet to 
100% EVs overnight. The most optimistic forecasts show at least a 15-year transition. However, each 
new EV that replaces a conventional car will put incremental pressure on the copper market.  
 
In terms of copper supply, the last 10 years saw a dearth of new high-quality copper production. This 
lack of new supply puts more pressure on existing mines that are always struggling to contain costs to 
keep investor demand satiated. As one can see from the chart below, copper production has not been 
robust in the last ten years. (The COVID pandemic also put a dent in global production but that will likely 
recover in the next few quarters.) 
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Source: Statista.com 

 
Fitch Solutions research expects copper production to rise by 3% for the next 10 years. But production 
delays are to be always expected in the mining industry. The five countries that produce the most 
copper are Chile, Peru, China, the Democratic Republic of Congo, and the US (mostly in the Southwest.) 
Unique political, labor, or weather issues could cripple production from any of these regions for a period 
of time.  
 
It is also important to note that the auto industry is not the biggest destination for copper.  Here are the 
largest markets that need this metal:    
 

 

Source: Copper.org 
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Furthermore, it is not just more copper that will be needed in our new battery-powered, low-emissions 

world. There are many other elements that are required for this transition.  Aluminum is necessary to 

make vehicles lighter which makes vehicles more energy efficient.  Efficiency is the utmost critical factor 

for EVs.  Scandium is added to aluminum to make it stronger and lighter.  Silver is also part of EV 

electrical systems. 

The critical challenge for EV market growth is to make a more efficient battery. It is hard to predict what 

that technology will look like, but for now, it appears that a lot of metals are required to make a battery 

for today’s EV.  A Tesla battery, for example, is 35% Nickel, 25% lithium, and 5% cobalt.   

It is obviously not just the auto industry that is being pushed to be greener. If you go back to the bar 

chart above showing copper’s largest consumers, all these industries and sectors are being pushed to 

become less dependent on hydrocarbons. We all want greener homes and office buildings, we have 

more and more items to charge daily, and we all expect the producers of our products to have a smaller 

carbon footprint.  Electricity is the source of energy for a lot of these changes, and this will all lead to 

more metal demand for the future.    

The investment industry has embraced the need for ESG investing, especially the environmentally 

friendly aspect of this factor. However, for our society to ‘go green’, it means these metals, which are 

historically associated with negative environmental impacts, will most likely increase in price.  The oft 

quoted cliché about “Dr. Copper” having a PhD in economics relates to the metal being a real-time 

reflection of global growth expectations.  If the copper price is rising, that means the market is pricing in 

an expansion of growth in the world. And, typically, that is true of other base metals as well. But if this 

trend for EV continues, and if less reliance on hydrocarbons is more than a passing fad, we think the 

fundamentals associated with these metals will change. A rise in the copper price could mean more 

green-related spending. A rise in nickel could mean more demand for more EV batteries, etc. As 

corporations, consumers, and policy makers across the globe keep these carbon-neutral initiatives and 

preferences at the top of their priorities, the relationship between copper and global growth, and the 

narrative in the commodity markets in general, will evolve.  

  
 

 

For more information on any of the data, trends, or trading strategies in this piece, or to discuss how 
New Century Advisors might help your fixed income allocation, please contact Leigh Talbot, CFA, 
Director of Client Relations at 240-395-0012 and ltalbot@ncallc.com  
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Important Disclosures: 

PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT AN INDICATOR OF FUTURE RESULTS.  New Century Advisors, LLC’s clients 
may have investment exposure to the company or companies mentioned this this report at the time of 
publication. The securities listed in ‘New Perspectives’ are not to be considered recommendations or 
an offer to buy or sell securities. The companies listed are being used as illustrations only.   
 
All research personnel currently employed by New Century Advisors, LLC are not registered/qualified 
as research analyst with FINRA and therefore, may not be subject to the NASD Rule 2711 on 
communications with a subject company, public appearances and trading securities held by a research 
analyst account.  New Century Advisor, LLC does not engage in, or receive compensation from, any 
investment banking or corporate finance-related activities with the companies discussed in reports. 
 

Forward-looking statements: Any projections, forecasts and estimates contained herein are forward 
looking statements and are based upon certain assumptions that New Century Advisors considers 
reasonable.  Projections are necessarily speculative in nature, and it can be expected that some or all of 
the assumptions underlying the projections will not materialize or will vary significantly from actual 
results. Accordingly, the projections are only an estimate.  Actual results may vary from the projections, 
and the variations may be material.  Some important factors that could cause actual results to differ 
materially from those in any forward looking statements include changes in interest rates, market, 
financial or legal uncertainties, the timing of acquisitions of the underlying assets, the timing and 
frequency of defaults on the underlying assets, amongst others.  Consequently, the inclusion of 
projections herein should not be regarded as a representation by the manager of the results that will 
actually be achieved.  New Century Advisors, LLC has no obligation to update or otherwise revise any 
projections, including any revisions to reflect changes in economic conditions or other circumstances 
arising after the date hereof or to reflect the occurrence of unanticipated events, even if the underlying 
assumptions do not come to fruition.  Past performance is not an indicator of future results.  There is no 
guarantee that the investment objective of the strategy will be achieved.  Index returns reflect the 
reinvestment of income dividends and capital gains, if any, but do not reflect fees, brokerage commissions 
or other expenses of investing.  One cannot invest directly in an index.  CLIENTS MUST BE PREPARED TO 
BEAR THE RISK OF A TOTAL LOSS OF THEIR INVESTMENT. THE THEMES AND STRATEGIES HEREIN ARE 
NOT TO BE CONSTRUED AS RECOMMENDATIONS. THEY ARE FOR ILLUSTRATION PURPOSES ONLY AND 
SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. 
 

Data provided by New Century Advisors, LLC, Bloomberg, Barclays Live and JP Morgan.  NCA does not 
guarantee or warrant the accuracy, timeliness, or completeness of third party provided information and 
is not responsible for any errors or omissions. The discussion of any investments in this presentation is for 
illustrative purposes only and there is no assurance that the adviser will make any investments with the 
same or similar characteristics as any investments presented. The reader should not assume that an 
investment identified was or will be profitable. 
 

This analysis does not purport to recommend or implement an investment strategy. Financial forecasts, 
rates of return, risk, inflation, sensitivity analysis and other assumptions may be used as the basis for 
illustrations in this analysis. They should not be considered a guarantee of future performance or a 
guarantee of achieving overall financial objectives. No analysis has the ability to accurately predict the 
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future, eliminate risk or guarantee investment results. As investment returns, inflation, taxes, and other 
economic conditions vary from the assumptions used in this analysis, your actual results will vary (perhaps 
significantly) from those presented in this analysis. 
 

The information contained in this email or document may not be reproduced or provided to others 
without the prior written permission of New Century Advisors, LLC. The information provided is neither 
an offering nor a solicitation of an offering for any securities.  Nothing contained herein shall constitute 
any representation or warranty as to future performance. 
 


